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PROJECT OVERVIEW
AOI was hired to provide design and space planning services prior 
to furniture planning. We worked closely with Fiskar’s Design 
Team and outside partners to help create a space that was 
reflective of their great heritage and also the innovative and iconic 
brand. AOI then provided all furniture within the space, carefully 
selecting pieces that would be as classic as the orange handles on 
their scissors. AOI installed 268 workstations, 67 Private Offices, as 
well as Furniture and Soft Seating for the Break Rooms, Training  
Rooms, Conference Room furniture, Labs and Mail Room. The 
result is a striking, timeless and functional workspace that Fiskars 
is thrilled to call home.
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PROJECT DETAILS

108,000 Square Feet

PROJECT SIZE

Kee Architecture

ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

Newcomb Construction

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

AIS, OFS, JSI, Allemuir, and Urban Evolutions

PRIMARY MANUFACTURER

October 2016
PROJECT DATE
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Fiskars Corporation employs 4,100 employees across multiple brands and makes products available in over 
60 countries. The new headquarters in Middleton, WI offers Office Space and Research and Development 
Space. It is Fiskars’ North, Central and South American headquarters.  At Fiskars, we believe that all things, 
even the simplest, can be made better and smarter. We start by studying the things you love to do and the 
way your body responds. Then we look at all the arenas of modern life and develop new solutions that are 
applied in unexpected ways. After rigorous testing to validate our designs we deliver the tool to you, helping 
you solve everyday problems and create a better life.

CLIENT PROFILE: FISKARS
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Jessica Pagel at AOI has successfully taken on this project and has yet allowed Fiskars to have 
full control of the outcomes. I know that this has been anything but a simple project and 
having her as our partner has certainly made the entire process less daunting than I originally 
imagined.  Jessica is truly an incredible professional and I have more than enjoyed the time 
well spent with her and AOI on this project  

          ~ Emily Lyle
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Take a visual tour of the Fiskars space by visiting

https://vimeo.com/185672666

SEE FOR YOURSELF

https://vimeo.com/185672666
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